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A man's own home is still the best Morning" i ''
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suited when the management of the
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gestions for improvement of thse
conditions by a representative from
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SAFETY OF PRINCIPAL

is not always guaranteed to an investor.. In fact, many ''J

so called investments are nothing more than specula- -
.

tion where the chance of profit, interest, or the return .

of the principal is a gamble. There are, however, some
real bonafide investments that bring a profitable yield
to the investor and the stability oi which is as good as 7

a guarantee that the invested principalis safe.

Alamance First Mortgage 6 Per Cent. Gold Bonds

furnish you a means of investing'with safety. Each -

and every bond is fully secured by a first mortgage on ,

actual property, and this alone protects your principal.'
Yielding 6 per cent interest a sum consistent with
safety and good business-an- d backed by a surplus of
over $250,000 and a company known for its integrity ? -
and fair dealing,? these bonds merit your careful con- -
sideratidn for the investing of your surplus funds. -
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